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ABSTRACT

This paper follows recent science studies in theorizing information technologies
as socio-material con� gurations, aligned into more and less durable forms. The
study of how new technologies emerge shifts, on this view, from a focus on inven-
tion to an interest in ongoing practices of assembly, demonstration, and
performance. This view is developed in relation to the case of the ‘prototype’, an
exploratory technology designed to effect alignment between the multiple inter-
ests and working practices of technology research and development, and sites of
technologies-in-use. In so far as it is successful, the prototype works as an exemp-
lary artefact that is at once intelligibly familiar to the actors involved, and recog-
nizably new.
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Drawing on the somewhat unlikely pairing of the writings of Niels Bohr
and Michel Foucault, Karen Barad (1998) develops an account of tech-
nologies as material and discursive practices, combined in ways that con-
stitute durable objects. With the help of Bohr’s concept of the ‘apparatus’
of observation, Barad aims to extend Foucault’s investigations into the
materialization of human bodies to include the question of how non-
human objects come into being. In the process she contributes to a
growing corpus of writings within science and technology studies that
address the question of how new objects are con� gured in and through
technoscienti� c practice.1 Technologies appear in these investigations as
socio-material apparatuses that align themselves into more and less coher-
ent and durable forms. Viewed in this way, the study of how new technolo-
gies emerge shifts from a focus on invention, understood as a singular
event, to an interest in ongoing practices of assembly, demonstration, and
performance. The shift from an analysis in terms of form and function to
a performative account, moreover, carries with it an orientation to the
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multiplicity of technoscience objects or, to put it differently, to the
achieved nature of objective singularities (see also Law 2002). Commodi-
ties more particularly, understood as objects of economic value however
accrued, circulate in ‘regimes of value’ operative in speci� c temporal and
geographic locales (Appadurai 1986: 4). At the same time, objects take
their shape and meaning not in any single location but through their incor-
poration across diverse milieu. Making technologies is, in consequence, a
practice of con�guring new alignments between the social and the material that
are both localized and able to travel, stable and recon� gurable, intelligibly
familiar, and recognizably new.

For sociology, technologies-in-the-making afford an opportunity to
investigate the imaginative and practical activities through which socio-
material relations are reproduced and transformed. This paper recounts a
particular case of new technology making within a context explicitly dedi-
cated to that enterprise; that is, an industrial research centre (Xerox
PARC) chartered to invent new computer-based artefacts.2 Before turning
to the speci� cs of the case, we brie� y review the argument for a view of
technologies as alignments of material and discursive practice, with a focus
on technologies that incorporate practices of coding and classi� cation.
Against that background, we introduce the prototype as an artefact with
particular performative characteristics within the work of new technology
design. The case that follows, involving the development of a research pro-
totype aimed at the organization of documentary records, both enacts and
expands the view provided by previous studies. We conclude with some
re� ections on the implications of an ethnomethodological stance toward
technological objects, and on prototype technologies as performative arte-
facts that work in particular ways, for a sociology of work, technology and
organizations.

TECHNOLOGIES OF ACCOUNTABILITY

The accountable reproduction of social order, in and through ordinary
activities, is a central theme within ethnomethodological studies of work,
science and technology (see for example Gar� nkel 1986; Button 1993;
Lynch 1993; Gar� nkel 1996; Heath and Luff 2000). The term ‘account-
ability’ within ethnomethodology references a basic aspect of the moral
and practical grounding of everyday activity. That is to say, our viability as
members of the social world turns on our ability to make sense of the
actions of others, and to make ourselves sensible to them; what Gar� nkel
(1967: vii) has named the ‘observable-reportable’ character of practical
reasoning and action (see also Lynch 1993: 14–5). In this respect, account-
ability means just that we hold each other responsible for the intelligibility
of our actions in relation to the circumstances at hand. At the same time,
we are also located within speci� c, historically constituted orders of
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accountability, administered through more and less explicit regimes of
organizational and institutional control.

Ethnomethodological studies of work orient us as well to the pervasive
presence of technologies of classi� cation, as ordering devices for organiz-
ational accountability. Of particular interest in the case that follows is the
longstanding organizational practice of record keeping. As technologies of
accountability, organizational records work both in the ongoing
accomplishment of mutually intelligible concerted action and in the retro-
spective reconstruction of defensible organizational histories (see also
Yates 1989, Smith 1990, Bowker 1994). The advent of digital media has
brought new currency to the question of the speci� c materialities of docu-
mentary records; materialities that quite literally (and unexpectedly)
matter for the ongoing reproduction of organizationally relevant histories
and contemporary practices.

THE PROTOTYPE AS A RESOURCE FOR SYSTEM DESIGN

The project that we report below is located within this larger enterprise of
research and development regarding new digital media, and it is here that
the particularities of the prototype become relevant. A persistent trouble
for professional designers3 of computer-based information systems is the
reported failure of their products to deliver on promised bene� ts, either to
the economy of organizations or to the working practices of organization
members. Among the various assessments of the source of this trouble, a
central characterization is that designers fail to achieve an adequate under-
standing of ‘user needs’, taken as more and less precisely stated require-
ments for what a given system should do. Much ink has been spilled in the
professional literature on this topic, and proposals abound for the intro-
duction of processes, methods, and schemes of assessment developed to
evaluate and improve upon existing design practice. 

Calls for greater user involvement in the design process as a possible
remedy to the problem of inadequate identi�cation of user needs � rst
appear in the literature in the late 1960s (Grønbaek 1991: 8). Somewhat
more recently, software engineering practice has followed earlier forms
(mechanical and electrical) in recognizing the dif� culties of building tech-
nologies relying solely on paper-based descriptions.4 A range of devices for
embodying technology ideas into artefacts, intended to serve as a resource
for subsequent system development, appear in the late 1970s. The involve-
ment of users in design and a reliance on prototyping as a design strategy
� rst come together in the late 1980s, most explicitly in the context of trade
union-sponsored research in Scandinavia.5

While much of the literature on user involvement and system prototyp-
ing follows traditional lines in offering normative models for organizing
professional conduct, the more radical initiatives comprise a reorientation
as well away from methods of formal analysis as core resources for system
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design (Grønbaek op cit.: 9). Various literary devices continue to have
their uses, but the centre of gravity shifts from the production of system
speci� cations and various other abstract renderings of system functionality,
to the prototype and associated practices as directly embodying the
design.6 General methods of prescriptive representation are displaced by
speci� c projects under this strategy, based in and contributing to reports
on a repertoire of techniques, along with re� ections on the signi� cance of
past experiences for future work.

A second shift toward a more radical reconstruction of traditional design
practice turns on basic assumptions regarding the status of ‘user needs’.
For many if not most advocates, prototyping represents a strategy for
‘uncovering’ user needs, taken as already existing but somehow latent,
unarticulated or even unrecognized by practitioners themselves. The
project then is to elicit these pre-existing attributes from the prospective
user, to express them precisely and thereby to make them available for use
by professional system designers. An alternative position, adopted in the
case reported here, is that prototyping practice simultaneously recovers
and invents work requirements and technological possibilities, that each
make sense in relation to the other. Statements of what users need or what
a system should do are characterized by the kind of ‘speci� c vagueness’
(Gar� nkel 1996) that holds for any formulation apart from its practical
elaboration in situ. At the same time, particular prototyping projects are
accountable to extended networks of professional relations and concerns,
both technological and otherwise. The project of constructing a prototype
on this view affords possibilities for respecifying a relevant form of work in
and through the act of building a new artefact; one that simultaneously
recon� gures the work’s practice while maintaining its accountability to
relevant professional and organizational constituencies.

Related to the status of user requirements are assumptions regarding who
actually designs computer artefacts, and when. Forty (1986) calls for closer
critical examination of the economic and ideological aspects of design,
which he argues are obscured by the focus on functional and aesthetic con-
siderations. In particular, he points out that ‘design came into being at a
particular stage in the history of capitalism and played a vital part in the
creation of industrial wealth’ (ibid.: 6, see also Noble 1977). One character-
istic of the history of design has been its alignment with the emergence of
the professions, as making things has come to be more and more the
exclusive provenance of those with credentials to do so, while things made
are correspondingly more esoteric. System development discourse tra-
ditionally assumes that computer systems are designed by computer pro-
fessionals and that the design is complete following its �nal implementation,
at which point the system is handed over to its intended users for use. Recent
challenges to this view from within the research and development com-
munity point to the fallacy of taking computer professionals as exclusive
designers, either as a description of current practice, or as a desideratum for
future practice (see for example Clement 1993, Nardi 1993).
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Recent experiments in various forms of participatory or co-operative
design have aimed, among other things, to trouble the boundary between
design and use, making it clear that however much the two may name
distributions in a professional division of labour, the realities of techno-
logical practice belie the distinction. Heath and Luff, for example, describe
the ‘ecological � exibility’ or ‘micro-mobility’ of the paper patient record in
medical work, including ‘the ability to ongoingly con� gure the artefact
with regard to the shifting demands of the activity’ (1998: 307, see also
Hughes, et al. 1993). They describe the delicate choreography through
which physicians and patients orient to the production and use of medical
records in the course of a consultation, and draw attention to compli-
cations introduced by the shift from paper to electronic media. Ongoing
practices of design-in-use of computer-based systems include managing the
contingencies involved in simply incorporating an artefact into an existing
social/technical infrastructure, and appropriating it effectively into
speci� c sites of practice. Design-in-use also includes the varying degrees of
lay and professional re-con� guration and customization typical of any
actual technology implementation. Prescriptively, af� liations with other
movements toward more democratic, participatory forms of design
emphasize the value of crossing professional boundaries and reworking
relations of technology production (Suchman 1994). The aim of these
initiatives is a radical re� guring of relations of design and use, including
both recognition of the extent to which design continues in use, and re-
formations of practices of professional design. 

It is in this latter context that proposals for a ‘co-operative prototyping’
practice arise. Acknowledging the distinct social worlds, shop � oors and
associated knowledges of computer professionals and the various other
practitioners who use computer artefacts, the call is none the less for the
creation of occasions on which more direct and intensive forms of co-
development can occur. Our own work aligns strongly with this project, on
the grounds that technological knowledge, while necessary, is not suf-
� cient for the development of useful computer artefacts. In constructing
an artefact co-operatively, technological and other shop � oor knowledges
are exchanged between computer professionals and other workers. As
importantly, parties respecify, in and through the prototyping process,
their own work’s practices.

Our concern in the remainder of this paper is the relation between the
work of making technology prototypes, and how prototypes are made to
work as occasioned practices of technology design and use (see also Button
and Sharrock 1994). Technology prototyping as we have practiced it
involves con� guring socio-material artefacts – including working practices,
hardware and software – in a way that constructs a partial alignment across
the heterogeneous shop � oors of industrial research and development on
the one hand, and various sites of work and technology use on the other.
This alignment, in turn, relies upon a series of what Harold Gar� nkel has
named praxiologically valid courses of instructed action; that is, occasioned
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demonstrations of just what it is that we are up to, here and now (1996: 9.).
In what follows we explore a view of prototyping as mutual engagement in
such courses of instructed action, across sites of technology development
and use. We see ‘the prototype’, conventionally taken as a mediating
artefact in designer-user interactions, as constituted in and inseparable
from those interactions.

THE SETTING

As researchers at Xerox PARC we stood as well in the position of designers,
charged with bringing ethnographic and ethnomethodological insights to
the invention of new, document-related information technologies. From
this standpoint we entered into collaborative projects with organizations
positioned as prospective customers (or more speci� cally, with organiz-
ation members who might actually use the technologies that we co-
designed). As a case in point, in what follows we describe a project
conducted in the late 1990s at the headquarters of a state Department of
Highways (called here ‘the Department’) on the West Coast of the USA.
For approximately two years we engaged in a collaborative research effort
with engineers at the Department charged with the design of a bridge,
scheduled for completion by the year 2004.7

The focus of our prototyping efforts with members of the bridge project
was a collection of their documents called the project �les (see Plate I). The
project � les fall within the class of document collections recognized by
science, technology and organization studies for their sociological interest,
as central elements in the production of social order. Within the Depart-
ment, every engineering team is responsible for maintaining a cumulative
archive of all documents taken to be relevant to a particular project. This
includes a heterogeneous assortment of letters, memos, reports, news-
paper clippings, maps and the like, that together provide a documentary
resource for demonstrating professional and organizational accountability.
Assembled collectively (each member of the team being responsible for
adding relevant documents to the � les), the project � les act as a shared
resource during the project’s course. So, for example, a question may arise
as to whether or not a required permit was in fact secured for some aspect
of the project, occasioning a search through the collection for correspon-
dence documenting that and just when the permit was granted. In this
respect the value of the collection is tied less to any intrinsic characteristics
of the documents, knowable in advance, than to their availability with
respect to an unforeseeable horizon of possible inquiries.

This aspect of the work of engineering brings us into the presence of a
persistent trouble for practitioners, and a recurring interest for ethno-
methodological studies; that is, the kind of situated inquiry displayed, in
this case, in the twin questions ‘How should this document be � led?’ and
‘Where is that document?’ To explore these interests further, we embarked
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on a co-operative design effort with the engineering team aimed at under-
standing whether digital media might provide new and useful ways of
accessing their collection. More speci� cally, this involved understanding
just what would be required to move their project � les, currently kept on
paper in three ring binders, into an electronic, computer-based repository
with a rich search interface. To develop that understanding, in turn, meant
engaging in a course of mutual learning aimed at recovering the work of
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the project � les and their relevance to our respective worksites and work
practices.

THE ACHIEVED COHERENCE OF THE PROJECT FILES

The paper project � les were ordered through a standardized system of
categories, known as the Uniform File System or UFS, in use across all
projects within the Department. The UFS as a classi� cation scheme
exhibits multiple, crosscutting interests in the documents that it orders.
First, the UFS records a normal order of work, in so far as it follows a chronol-
ogy of designated project phases, from Environmental impact assessment
to Design to Construction. At the same time, the UFS is oriented to the
kinds of objects that it orders; namely, document types that take the form of
correspondence, agreements, permits, reports, public notices and the like.
Each of these as well addresses particular topical relevances, for example soil
testing or drainage. Finally, the � les are oriented to relevant actors, includ-
ing federal, state and local agencies, citizens, and the Department itself, as
sources and recipients of the documents. And along with this classi� catory
equivocation, the project � les are oriented to, on one hand, constituting a
working document collection to be referenced as the occasion arises within
the life of the project and, on the other hand, constructing an archival
history of the project after the fact. As rendered by the Uniform Filing
System, all of these various interests are � attened into a single hierarchical
structure that belies their heterogeneity (see also Bowker and Star 1999).

While the Uniform Filing System promises a standardized framework to
be used across the Department, its use for any actual project requires a
range of ad hoc practices of elaboration and speci� cation. As ethno-
methodological studies of coding practices have made clear, far from an
irony these variations in use of the UFS are essential to its operation as an
effective technology of order production. We are interested in understand-
ing the UFS therefore not as a logical system or text, but as the procedural
work of document coding.8 To that end, members of the engineering team
instructed us on the project � les’ coherence and routine troubles within
their own working practices. A central trouble is one that we could describe
as the persistent misalignment of the work of document � ling and retrieval.
By that we mean that there are two, at times incommensurable orders of
activity involved. The � rst is the business of � ling documents in accordance
with the logics of the UFS. This takes the form of a kind of puzzle, involv-
ing the creation of an accountably rational, coherent � t between the UFS
as a generic description and the characterization of a particular document
in hand. The second is the business of � nding documents, as a contingent
and speci� cally situated inquiry, occasioned by an immediate question that
arises. This latter business de� es a priori logics in so far as just when and just
why a particular document may become relevant, valuable, interesting and
needed cannot be predicted in advance.
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THE ACHIEVED COHERENCE OF THE PROTOTYPE

The prototype that we con� gured and installed in the project team’s work-
space was made up of a scanner, designed to take paper documents and
convert them to digital images, connected to a PC running software that
supports viewing and manipulation of those images, as well as their con-
version into ‘optically character recognized’, and therefore editable,
online text. Latour observes that technical projects encounter not only
human actors who are differently interested and aligned, but assemblages
of things that may or may not be compatible one with another (1996: 57).
Despite its famed � exibility, perhaps nowhere is this more true than with
software. ‘Compatibility’, the requirement for things to work with one
another, can be missing for a plethora of reasons. These range from the
deliberate inclusion in one device of proprietary or ‘closed’ software that
makes it impossible to integrate that device with others, to simple oversight
on the part of developers, to historical discontinuities that leave gaps which
dedicated labour (that in turn may or may not be available) is required to
� ll. Far from the de novo invention of a new device, con� guring the proto-
type included identifying appropriate hardware and software, and acquir-
ing the various pieces required through a variety of channels (purchasing
and downloading from the Internet, primarily). It included as well, and
essentially, designing the computational glue that would connect them
together into a coherent and working whole.9

The aim for the prototype was that it should exhibit the documents in
the project � les in recognizably coherent, but newly � exible ways. This
included novel renderings of documents that none the less made sense
with reference to familiar practices. The latter included, as described
above, the � ling of documents in binders according to the numerical
categories of the UFS. Under the existing scheme, binders were labeled
and placed in order on shelves, such that searching for a document
involved opening the binder for the UFS category deemed most likely and
visually scanning through the documents in that binder for one that
appeared relevant. The prototype in part reproduced the paper binders by
providing an ordering of documents according to the UFS categorization
scheme, and by supporting viewing of document images.

In other respects, however, the prototype transformed previous prac-
tices. It provided capabilities for alternative orderings of the collection not
previously possible (for example, displaying all of the documents ordered
by dates), enabled full text search across documents based on Optical
Character Recognition, made it possible to view all pages of a document
arrayed on the screen as reduced, ‘thumbnail’ images, and so on. At the
engineering worksite, the prototype stood as a kind of developing descrip-
tion of how it was that engineers were interested in accessing their docu-
ments. But more than just description, the prototype offered a provisional
proposal for a new working practice. It did so not simply as a matter of talk,
but as a means for trying the proposal out. In response it elicited either a
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‘Yes, that makes sense’, or an account of how it was that, in that proposal,
we had missed the point. It is in this sense that prototypes perform as
working artefacts; artefacts whose signi�cance is not given in advance, but
is discovered through the unfolding activity of co-operative design-in-use. 

DEMONSTRABLE RELEVANCES OF THE PROTOTYPE

The multivocality of the project � les prototype, as a ‘material-semiotic
workstation’ (Bleecker 1995) whose effectiveness is reiteratively per-
formed, is most evident on the occasion of the ‘demo’ or system demon-
stration. In standard practices of research and development, the
demonstration typically occurs as a singular moment – for management
during a presentation aimed at providing reassurance that money has been
well spent or at securing funds for further work, for visitors on a tour, or
for industry analysts on the � oor of a trade show. The audience’s relation
to the artefact is indirect, positioned more as investor, tourist, or pro-
fessional critic than as intended user. At the Department, in contrast,
demonstrations migrated into trials that found their way progressively into
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everyday use. The demo/trial/working prototype incorporated materials
of direct interest to its intended recipients, and was aimed at establishing
the artefact’s relevance and effectiveness for their everyday practice as civil
engineers.

But the prototype performed on other stages as well. Beyond the demon-
strable relevance of the artefact to the practices of engineering, it needed
to work as an embodiment of new technological possibilities not yet avail-
able in the market. A premise of our engagement with Department engi-
neers was our position as spokespersons for a world of ‘cutting-edge
technology’ (see Latour 1996: 43). Our identi� cation as such was most
obviously relevant in the initial conversations with Department manage-
ment, through which the project was approved and our access to the site
granted. That identity derived, in turn, from our association with a well-
known research centre, and it was there that the demands and account-
abilities of ‘innovation’ were more speci� cally and exactingly felt. In
particular, our choice of the project � les as a focus for our prototyping
efforts was informed not only by the � les’ sociological interest, and their
practical relevance to Department engineers and management, but by the
possibility of aligning them with ongoing research interests ‘back home’.
This involved identifying the project � les prototype with the category of
new document technologies addressed to document storage and retrieval
across paper and digital media.

Our own position as researchers meant, more speci� cally, that the pro-
totype could not simply con� gure ‘off the shelf’ technologies, however
ingeniously, but needed as well to incorporate emerging technologies of
interest to our colleagues and the wider research community. So, for
example, we worked to include new techniques of document analysis then
under exploration at Xerox PARC and elsewhere. At the time of our
project, the research areas of automatic text and image-based document
analysis remained relatively separate from each other within the research
world. Those who worked on text analysis tended to rely on standardized,
exclusively textual corpora in use across the community of text recognition
researchers, while those who worked on image analysis made use of other
corpora made up primarily of photographic images. Techniques used in
one area of research were carefully honed to optimal performance on the
relevant corpora, and there was little in the way of hybrid approaches. In
relation to these audiences, the project � les were distinctive as a corpus in
so far as many documents included both text and images on a single page,
pushing on the boundaries of existing techniques and validating emerging
attempts at their integration. This, combined with the overall heterogene-
ity of documents in the � les, became a basis for positioning their digitiza-
tion as a ‘cutting edge’ problem. At the same time, and again in some
contrast to standard research corpora, the � les in their heterogeneity stood
as representatives of ‘real world’ collections. In its ability to address these
characteristics of project � le documents and their use, the project � les pro-
totype spoke as well as a representative of the value of the innovative
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research approach that we were interested in developing, one oriented to
speci� c forms of work, carried out in situ and in co-operation with relevant
practitioners. All of these aspects were emphasized in our accounts of the
project and in demonstrations of the prototype for research audiences.

In addition to its currency as a useful artefact for civil engineering and as
a research object, moreover, the prototype had to work within the context
of industrial product development. Here it took on yet another character,
assuming the identity of a ‘multi-function’ device, a machine combining
scanning and printing hardware, as well as the software ‘services’ required
to manipulate digitized document text and images in useful ways. This
persona was relevant to corporate audiences interested in the role of the
research centre in validating upcoming product lines already on offer from
the company, and in pointing out (to both internal and external audi-
ences) promising new directions. Along with the prototype’s (re)position-
ing as a proto-product, the Department in these presentations became a
market, speci� cally the ‘government’ or ‘public sector’, into which
company products were and could prospectively be sold. The project � les
prototype to a product and marketing audience, in sum, offered a demon-
stration of emerging technologies directed simultaneously at general possi-
bilities for new ‘document systems’, and at the needs of a particular, and
recognizably important, industry sector. The prototype’s multiplicity was
central to the ways in which it worked as a polysemous object that could be
made to speak in different voices for different audiences and, correspond-
ingly, to its effectiveness as tool for a research and development.

CONCLUSION

We are told by Harold Gar� nkel of the resonance of our project with
Calvin Mooers’ efforts in the 1950s to develop a document classi� cation
scheme for engineers. Mooers’ problem was to provide for the coherence
of texts that were speci�c to the work circumstances of the engineers who
had to make use of them, but who could not guarantee at the time of entry
of the documents into the library what their interests would be later on
(see Gar� nkel 1996: 14). They could not prespecify, in other words, what
the interests of a given document would be at the time that they might
come to be looking for it or, alternately, for what document exactly they
might be looking. It is in this respect that the coherence of documents is
irremediably chained to a local (in both space and time) population of
readers. Similarly, for the prototype itself the question is always, and
reiteratively: What have we got at this point, and what can we say about it
and do with it, vis à vis the circumstances at hand? This is not to say that
there is no constancy to the artefact. Rather, it is the reiteration of these
questions and the construction of satisfactory answers to them that sustains
its continuity.

Our version of a system for the storage and retrieval of what Mooers
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called ‘locally valuable documents’ stood in direct contrast to generic
systems of lexical categorization aimed, for example, at the universalized
populace of the World Wide Web.10 Instead it provided for the manage-
ment of a small collection in multiple ways aimed at orderings, familiar and
new, of relevance to collections of just this kind, just now. Ethnomethodo-
logical studies are characterized by an interest in the production and
accountability of order, understood as always already present in the speci-
� cities of lived work. With this in mind, we are interested in the impli-
cations of the prototype as a speci� c materialization that is instructively
revealing of work across multiple shop � oors, that respeci� es the work
without delivering it as general formulations, and that exhibits the work in
a form that practitioners recognize, reject, rework, and so forth. Our aim
was that our prototype should exhibit new technological possibilities in
ways that, through its demonstrable appreciation for members’ familiar
practices and its rendering of those practices, made the new possibilities
praxiologically relevant to practitioners.

The work of the prototype, following Barad, was to perform as a tangible,
but also provisional, apparatus – an object that recon�gured material and
discursive practice in an accountably relevant way. The prototype reworked
the con� guration of project � les as documents, categorization schemes
and associated work practices into a new, screen-based workspace. But it
also illuminated the coherence of technical artefacts as a contingent
achievement in ways deliberately obscured in professional talk about � n-
ished products. Perhaps even more than a ‘� nished’ artefact, moreover,
the prototype’s accountabilities were multiple, orienting alternately to
relevances of research and innovation, product development and market-
ing, and effective incorporation into various � elds of professional practice.
In this respect the prototype worked as a re� exive probe into the practical
materializations that con� gure new technological objects.

Ethnomethodological studies of work, technology and organizations
align well, we would argue, with recent turns to the performative in social
studies of science, feminist theory, and elsewhere. The common move is a
shift from a view of objects and actions as pre-established and normatively
determined in their signi� cance, to an appreciation for the enacted, irre-
ducibly relational constitution of material and social orders. At the same
time, objects and actions are realized within culturally and historically
reiterated �elds of possibility, which afford the familiar ground of everyday
experience. Within this developing theoretical frame, the prototype offers
a perspicuous case of a performative artefact that works to align multiple,
discontinuous social worlds. Like any technology, the prototype does not
work on its own, but as part of a dynamic assemblage of interests, fantasies
and practical actions, out of which new socio-material arrangements arise.
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1. The term ‘technoscience’ is a useful
neologism, � rst coined by Latour (1987),
to signal the growing inseparability of
science and technology. Barad’s work is
located within feminist science studies,
where the question of how things come ‘to
matter’, in Judith Butler’s (1993) punning
of that word is a central interest. An
exemplary text is Haraway’s wide-ranging
discussion of ‘material-semiotic’ practices
in Modest Witness (1997), and similar con-
cerns characterize studies investigating
reproductive technologies as new sites of
‘ontological choreography’ (Cussins
1996). See also the papers collected in
Edwards’ et al. (1993), and Franklin and
Ragone (1998). The focus in this paper is
on practices of ‘research and develop-
ment’ as explicit projects of new tech-
nology building. Other relevant
investigations include Garfinkel, et al.
(1981), Lynch (1985), Collins (1992
[1985]), Shapin and Schaffer (1985), Law
(1987), Traweek (1988), Clarke and
Fujimura (1992), Goodwin (1994), Picker-
ing (1995), Law (2002), Franklin (forth-
coming).

2. PARC is an acronym for Palo Alto
Research Center. The authors worked as

researchers at Xerox PARC from the late
1970s to the late 1990s. Our projects
involved interdisciplinary (primarily
anthropology and computer science) col-
laborations in the design of information
technologies based in an understanding of
everyday practice. For more on these
projects see Blomberg, et al. (1996)
Suchman, et al. (1999).

3. For our present purposes we follow
Grønbaek (1991) in using the general
term ‘designer’ to refer to a range of prac-
titioners including those positioned as
researchers, systems analysts, program-
mers and developers. While these category
distinctions and the associated problemat-
ics of identity and working divisions of
labour are worthy of analysis in their own
right, they are not our focus here.

4. The fact that the limits of literary
devices was not immediately obvious in the
case of software engineering is presumably
a re� ection of the extent to which software
production was viewed as a matter of logic,
mathematics and code-writing rather than
as the construction of things. For more on
the relations of mechanical, electrical and
software engineering senses of the term
‘prototype’, and between software



engineering and other aspects of system
development, see Grønbaek (1991: 13–27).

5. For a history see Ehn (1993). Col-
lections devoted to the topic of partici-
patory systems design include Greenbaum
and Kyng (1991), Muller and Kuhn
(1993), Schuler and Namioka (1993).

6. This is not to say that the prototype
simply becomes an early version of the
delivered product. Debate continues
within the � eld on the question of just what
the status of the prototype should be,
beginning with Brooks’ famous dictum
that ‘The management question is . . . not
whether to build a pilot system and throw it
away. You will do that. The only question is
whether to plan in advance to build a
throwaway, or to promise to deliver the
throwaway to customers’ (1975: 116,
original emphasis). While Brooks assumes
a clear distinction between a system and its
descendents, we see a more complex and
dynamic series of more and less substantial
transformations. The relation between
prototype and � nal product is hence both
more problematic and more continuous in
our view. None the less, we take the basic
spirit of Brooks’ dictum – iteration – as
crucial. See also Floyd et al’s notion of
‘evolutionary development’ (1989).

7. Our research group at Xerox PARC,
named Work Practice and Technology, was
founded on the premise that studies of
existing working practices, in combination
with co-operative prototyping, can provide
a generative basis for the development of
new information artifacts. We approached
the Department with the proposal that we
engage in a course of collaborative
research, during which no money would
change hands but at the end of which we
would each be in a stronger position.
Speci� cally, we argued that while we could
not deliver a fully implemented, organiz-
ation-wide system at the end of the project,
we could commit that they would be better
equipped to plan their own technology
strategy. Through our efforts they would
develop a deeper understanding both of
the state of the art in document storage
and retrieval, and of their own re-
quirements with respect to new document
management technologies. We in turn
would deepen our theoretical and
practical appreciation for relations of

work and technology, and for the possi-
bilities of alternative, participatory and
work-oriented design practices. This
approach, adopted across a series of
projects during the 10 years of our
research group’s existence, opened up a
new space not available either in tra-
ditional research venues, or in relations of
technology vendors and their customers.
For more on the project see Suchman
(2000 a, b).

8. Document coding and search com-
prise a form of what Law and Lynch (1990)
have termed ‘literary language games’.
The work of coding documents, while not
treated in detail in the present paper, is
itself a practice worthy of extensive investi-
gation. For further analyses of the work of
coding see for example Gar� nkel (1967,
chapter 6), Goodwin (1994, 2000),
Suchman (2000c), Heath and Luff (2000,
chapter 2) and the paper by Law and
Lynch mentioned above. For a wide-
ranging consideration of the problematics
of classi� cation systems see Bowker and
Star (1999).

9. The interdisciplinary character of
our research team meant that we were able
to engage in these forms of technological
assemblage directly; more specifically
through the work of Randall Trigg, a com-
puter scientist.

10. Note that despite the rhetorics of
generality and globalization, any actual
instance of search over the World Wide
Web is itself as speci� c and local as those
done with smaller-scale, more specialized
collections.
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